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Introduction

Cry of the Wild honours wildlife and wilderness and
invites us to become more intimately connected with
the preservation of Nature. Cry of the Wild is also about
a journey of artistic development that involves creating
poetry scripts and exploring a variety of artistic media
leading to a film production. Finally, Cry of the Wild is
the product of collaboration with a team of people –
voice specialists, translators and producers sharing their
knowledge and skills in a spirit of cooperation.
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Struggle and Dilemma

The film involves a struggle between caribou and
wolves in British Columbia. This age-old contest
for survival however, has a third player; humans are
involved as wolves are being killed in governmentinitiated programs to offset the decline of caribou herds
as noted in a 2015 article (timescolonist.com).

In British Columbia, the campaign aims to reduce
wolf populations because they are thought to be
responsible for high mortality rates among certain
caribou herds. Environmentalists are weighing in,
suggesting that deforestation, logging, road building,
drilling for oil and gas, and other disturbances take a
heavy toll, leading to decimation of caribou populations.
This is noted in a 2015 Canadian Press article that
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discusses oil and gas drilling in critical caribou habitat.
These activities are not restricted to British Columbia
but are played out across northern regions of Canada
and Alaska. While arguments rage on, governmentcontracted hunters in British Columbia are launching
wolf cull programs via helicopter to solve the problem
of predation by wolves.
This begs the question: Are wolves to blame for the
depleted caribou herds? Have they created the problem
or is it human activity disturbing caribou habitat? Can
the problem be resolved without destroying wolves?
The more profound philosophical question is: How can
a balance of Nature be restored?
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Left:
Figure 1
‘Teeter-totter’
Right: Figure
2 ‘Impossible
Balance’

Left:
Figure 3
‘Walk the Line’
Right:
Figure 4
‘Tumble’

Balancing Act

Several scenarios are presented in Figures 1- 4 to
probe the metaphor of balance. These images appeared
in art exhibitions at the University of Victoria and
Saanich Municipal Hall in Victoria (Zuk, 2015;
2016). The artwork challenges viewers to think about
‘balance metaphors’ and raises questions about wildlife
preservation, and our role as care takers of the natural
world.
Figure 1, titled ‘Teeter-totter’ depicts a stack of
colourful building blocks with a wolf and caribou
balanced at either end. My intention is to provoke
thought: How can balance and harmony be achieved
among competing animal species such as the wolf
and caribou? Figure 2, ‘Impossible balance’ depicts
a colourful, and precariously stacked arrangement
of building blocks with a caribou standing on the
uppermost block. It raises the question: Is the situation
of declining caribou herds impossible to balance?
Figure 3, ‘Walk the line’ introduces a human element
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of balance. A figure dangerously balances on a thin
wedge, within a floating environment of illuminated
and graduated bluish shapes and forms. This poses
another question: Are we walking a ‘fine line’, one that
throws things ‘off- balance’ when we interfere with
the laws of nature? Figure 4, ‘Tumble’ is dramatic in
its depiction of a figure losing balance and tumbling
into an abyss. Several questions are provoked in the
‘falling’ depiction: Will our attempts to manage the
natural world result in irreparable harm and ultimately
our demise as we ‘stumble then tumble’? An even
larger question remains: What legacy will we leave for
future generations as a result of interfering with the
natural environment? None of these questions are easy
to answer, however, they are meant to challenge our
assumptions and practices, making us more mindful
about the relationship we have with wildlife and our
responsibility to contribute to the harmony and well
being of the natural world.
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Paper TMultimedia Explorations
Studio explorations take my artwork from paper
to film. I combine sketching and journaling with
digital processing, stencil printmaking, and sculpture.
All of this culminates in filmmaking. Exploring more
than one medium allows me to experiment with
diverse materials and discover their connections; it
also allows for greater enrichment and refinement
of my artwork. I find that incorporating multimedia
explorations in my studio practice results in more
expressive and imaginative ideas.

Note to readers: Writing that appears in italics below
represents journal ideas and notes.
Studies on Paper
I rely on the traditions of drawing in my artwork. My
pencil is a power tool, expressing nuances of line, shape,
texture, and form. It also forms the basis for conveying
a thought, mood or feeling, developing greater visual
awareness and appreciation of my immediate surroundings
and the broader world.
I am fond of observing wildlife in their natural
surroundings. This stems in part from an interest in
anatomy and taxidermy during my teen-age years and
also spending several years as a teacher in the Canadian
Arctic accompanying the Inuit people on caribou
hunting expeditions. In my home in Victoria there
are no caribou but fortunately deer inhabit an urban
mountain park nearby and being close relatives of
caribou, I get to observe them on a regular basis grazing,
running away from the bark of a dog or bedding down
for the evening on a grassy knoll.
In my studies of caribou for the film Cry of the
Wild, urban deer were the closest thing available for
action and movement studies. I also rely on wildlife
artists, photographers and filmmakers (Berry, 1989;
Calef, 1981; Russell, 1998) in the study of poses and
movements of caribou. I also take into account Inuit
artists who have a deep and abiding interest in wildlife,
representing their knowledge and expressing their ideas
in prints and sculptures (Fitzhugh and Crowell, 1988).
In my studio I often overlay bits of tracing paper
with sketches of caribou, their heads lowered as they
graze, antlers lifted when alert, or hurtling towards
their summer calving grounds. The spectacle and spirit
of caribou migration across the Arctic is a theme I try
to capture in my work.
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Digital Processes
The digital paintbrush is tool like no other, a way of
moving bodies of colour around on a computer screen with
ease, fluidity and efficiency. The leap from pencil sketching
into the virtual world of painting on screen has become an
important aspect of my artistic development.
I am enamoured with the liquid digital paint
medium, a simple feature of some computer software
programs. Millions of illuminated hues, tints and
shades are at my fingertips for developing figurative and
abstract work. As I look directly into the light on screen,
colours glow, hypnotic in their appeal. Such actual light
is easily adopted to represent natural light phenomena
such as moonbeams, rays of sunlight or the glow of the
Aurora Borealis.
Much of the imagery generated in this article was
influenced by co-created software called the Pictorial
Continuum (Zuk and Emme, 2014). Its functions are
based on image development strategies that form the
basis for altering and transforming visual ideas outlined
in the British Columbia art curriculum (Dalton and
Zuk, 2007). The Pictorial Continuum serializes images,
creates bilateral symmetry sequences and allows for
the layering of images within a single composition. I
frequently call upon the Pictorial Continuum to explore
new ways of altering and transforming images.
Digital Prints and Stencil Art
Novel ways of incorporating stenciling into my digital
prints infuses the artwork with a brilliance and glow that
restores some of the illuminative qualities of the computer
screen. Rediscovering the stencil process, this ageless method
has breathed new life into my artwork.
I have discovered ways to enrich digitally printed
images using delicately stenciled metallic applications.
Stenciling is a tradition that dates back thousands of
years to Paleolithic cave paintings. It entered modernist
mainstream art with Picasso, Matisse and others
(Laliberte and Mogelon, 1971), and is the choice of
contemporary graffiti artists such as Banksy (ElsworthJones, 2012) who use it to spraypaint in and around
cutout letters and images. I stencil gold paint into
background areas of cobalt or ultramarine blue in some
of my prints, using techniques outlined by Stromquist
(2004) and Buckingham (1997). The results allow me
to compare printed and screen images as I experiment
with the shiny brilliance of colours.
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Sculptural Processes
There is something satisfying about sculptural
explorations that involve cutting, bending and folding
materials, then standing them up or suspending them in
space to gain an appreciation of things ‘in the round’. There
is also something pleasurable about hands-on experiences,
molding or fabricating materials (Zuk. 2010).
One of my favourite sculptural activities is taking
a sheet of paper and spontaneously cutting into it as
a warm-up exercise to create organic shapes, develop
geometric forms through bending and folding, and

cutting out animal and human figures that can be
taped and glued on a small cardboard theatre stage.
Photographing the creations helps me see how these
actors perform as I shift their position and alter lighting
conditions. Small scale models or maquettes are a
fundamental step to creating large scale versions of more
permanent materials such as plexiglass and stainless
steel. I am in the process of taking film images and
mapping them onto sculptural surfaces as the next stage
of development of my artwork.

THE FILM
The making of the film Cry of the Wild involved numerous contributors: Jenn Robins was gracious in narrating
the prologue, Rachel Ross and Helen Money provided the French translation in the prologue, and my co-producer
Lance Gilson, spent endless hours sequencing images from my poetry scripts, incorporating sound tracks, and
helping me develop a ‘polished voice’ for narration.

Prologue

Opening

S

ince the dawn of time, the great drama of
caribou and wolves has played itself out in the
stage of the northern environment: the tangle
of coniferous forests, along fast flowing rivers,
on rocky mountain slopes, and in the vastness of the
arctic tundra. Each season, prey and predator engage in
a struggle for survival – a struggle that is heard in ‘Cry
of the Wild’.

CRIS DES ÉTENDUES SAUVAGES
Depuis l’aube des temps, le grand drame du caribou et
du loup se joue dans la verdure des forêts, le long des
rivières agitées, sur les pentes de montagnes et dans
les vastes étendues de la toundra arctique. Chaque
saison, le caribou et le loup se livrent bataille; une lutte
pour leurs survies; une lutte entendue parmi le cri des
étendues sauvage.

Under the full brightness of the moon, caribou and wolves appear on a dynamic, radial background in ‘Antler
moon’. Rich tones of blue predominate as caribou join together, looking inward and alert. Two silhouetted, white
wolves face one another, howling in the foreground. The stage is set for a sequence of images dissolving and being
replaced by the next; the voice of Nature tells us that survival is a strong and powerful force.

Right:
Figure 5
‘Antler Moon’
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Figures 6-8. ‘Howling Wolves’
Howling wolves appear in the opening film scene, first one, then
two and three. They are ghostly and grainy in texture. The force
of a blinding blizzard creates sharp angled views that stretch the
animals until they become completely absorbed by the elements.
This is quite different from the way wolves are featured in realistic
portrayals (Landau, 1993; Savage, 1988).
Narration, drumbeats and other sounds add drama to the
film. Wolves are important in the introduction because they are
icons of the wild. Their communication tells about socializing and
togetherness; it announces territories, mating intentions, and a way
of rallying the pack. Because wolves are nocturnal, their calls can be
heard for miles on a cold, clear evening. But in a raging storm their
voices are swallowed up by the winds of the wilderness.

AH
A wolf
Howls
Then two
And three
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Howls
That call
Into the wind
That call
Into the swirls
And drifts
Of blowing
snow

C

Calls that
Echo
In the stormy
night.
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And on
A hillside
Caribou
Turn their
Heavy heads
And listen
And stare
And quiver

Under the brightness
Of the aurora
Under the brightness
Of the moon
Under the brightness
Of the night.

The caribou know
They must
Pull
Into the shadows
Into the curving
Mounds of snow
Into the shadows
Of the rising moon
And the shadows
Of the night.

Ready to glide
Over moss
And lichen
Pebble
And stone
Guiding them
To pastures
To birthing grounds
And to safety
Where they have gone
For millennia.
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Still
They stand
Heads raised
Crowns
Of majesty
Ready to stir
Ready to move
On pathways
Deeply worn
And trails
That slip
Into the storm.

And as if
By signal
The herd
Draws to attention
Stiffens,
Then surges forward
With a mighty force
Of clattering hooves
www.bctf.ca/BCATA
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Hearts pounding
Drumbeats
In their chests
Blood racing
Lungs labouring
Against the cold.
Wild urgency
Taking them
In a great rush
To escape
The howls
Of the night.
Howls
Turn
Into padding feet
And claws
That streak
On icy snow.
Faster
Runs the herd
Escaping the bite
And tear
Of tendons
And limbs.
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The herd
Is strong
And fleet
Of foot
Strong hearted
With a strong
will
To survive.

We toast
Survival
In its essence
And the instinct
In all of us
To survive
Survival that lies
Beyond
Our daily
struggles.
We toast
life itself
And the
powerful
Will to live
We raise our
glasses
To the cry
Of the wild
And the beauty
Of the wilderness.
www.bctf.ca/BCATA
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Conclusion
This article focused on collaborative filmmaking and
multimedia art experiences that enrich and support one another.
However, a voice of wisdom urges us to honour and respect
wilderness as a step towards preserving and protecting Nature for
future generations.
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